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Ruhr-University Bochum
Reactivation of an already consolidated memory makes it labile for a period of several hrs, which are
required for its reconsolidation. Evidence suggests that the return of conditioned fear through spontaneous recovery, reinstatement, or renewal can be prevented by blockading this reconsolidation process
using pharmacological or behavioral interventions. Postretrieval-extinction learning has been shown to
prevent the return of cued fear in humans using fear-irrelevant stimuli, as well as cued and contextual fear
in rodents. The effects of postretrieval extinction on human contextually controlled cued fear to
fear-relevant stimuli remain unknown, and are the focus of the present study. The experimental design
was based on 3 consecutive days: acquisition, reactivation and extinction, and re-extinction. For the fear
conditioning, 2 zoo frames served as different contexts, 5 fear-relevant stimuli (aversive animal pictures)
served as conditioned stimuli (CS), electric shocks served as unconditioned stimuli (UCS). Expectancy
ratings and skin-conductance response (SCR) were used as measures of fear responses; spontaneous
recovery and renewal were used as indicators of the return of fear. The expectancy ratings and SCR
results indicated spontaneous recovery on the third day, regardless of retrieval prior to extinction.
No robust renewal effect was seen. It is suggested that the use of fear-relevant stimuli, the context
salience, or reactivation context may explain the lack of reconsolidation effect. Our study indicates that
the beneficial effects of postretrieval-extinction learning are sensitive to subtle methodological changes.
Keywords: fear learning, fear relevant, extinction, reconsolidation, skin conductance response (SCR)

In the fear conditioning paradigm, a contingency is made between a neutral stimulus serving as a predictor (conditioned stimulus, or CS) and an aversive event that naturally leads to a fear
response (unconditioned stimulus, or UCS; Rescorla, 1988). Once
conditioning occurs, the CS is able to elicit a conditioned fear
response (CR) by itself. The fear conditioning paradigm is a very
commonly used model for anxiety disorders such as phobias,
which are related to past experience with an aversive event. The
extinction training—a repeated exposure to CS without UCS—is a
very common intervention for treating learned fears. However, as
it does not erase the original fear memories but creates a new

safety memory, a substantial proportion of participants experiences
relapse (Bouton, 2002; Craske, 1999; Myers & Davis, 2007).
Recovery of fear can occur either spontaneously after passage of
time (spontaneous recovery; Rescorla, 2004), after changing the
context in which the extinction learning took place (renewal;
Bouton & King, 1983), or after unsignaled exposure to the UCS
(reinstatement; Rescorla & Heth, 1975). To avoid the return of
fear, a recent line of intervention aims to target the fear memory
itself.
In contrast to the traditional view on memory, which has
suggested a full stability of the memory trace upon its consol-
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idation, recent studies have shown that reactivation of an already consolidated memory item (via its retrieval) makes it
once again fragile and susceptible to interruption until it reconsolidates (Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000). In other words,
memory consolidation is not a one-time event (Lewis, 1979).
Postreactivation reconsolidation shares several similar mechanisms with initial memory consolidation (e.g., the dependency
on protein synthesis and noradrenergic activity), and can be
affected by similar pharmacological interventions. In rodents,
postretrieval administration of protein-synthesis inhibitors has
been found to impair memory reconsolidation in various tasks
(Alberini, 2008; Dudai, 2004; Duvarci & Nader, 2004).
␤-Blockers have shown similar effects on reconsolidation of
conditioned fear (Kindt, Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009; Soeter &
Kindt, 2011), emotional episodic memory (Schwabe, Nader,
Wolf, Beaudry, & Pruessner, 2012), and even traumatic memories (Brunet, Orr, Tremblay, & Robertson, 2008) in humans.
As pharmacological interventions bear a certain degree of
risk, recent studies have aimed to find a potent and safe behavioral intervention for impairing unwanted memories. Indeed,
animal and human studies have shown that new learning postretrieval can interfere with the original memory in declarative
(Forcato et al., 2007; Hupbach, Gomez, Hardt, & Nadel, 2007;
Strange, Kroes, Fan, & Dolan, 2010; Schwabe & Wolf, 2009;
Wichert, Wolf, & Schwabe, 2011) and procedural memory tasks
(Walker, Brakefield, Hobson, & Stickgold, 2003) and cued
(Clem & Huganir, 2010; Monfils, Cowansage, Klann, & LeDoux, 2009; Schiller et al., 2010) and contextual (Rao-Ruiz et
al., 2011) fear conditioning. For example, Schiller et al. (2010)
showed that postretrieval-extinction learning blocks spontaneous recovery of the fear response to fear-irrelevant CS. The
effect was highly selective to the reactivated stimulus, and
lasted one year. Postretrieval-extinction learning can also disrupt the renewal of fear in rodents (Monfils, Cowansage, Klann,
& LeDoux, 2009). Some human studies have successfully replicated Schiller et al.’s (2010) results (Agren et al., 2012;
Oyarzún et al., 2012), but others failed (Golkar, Bellander,
Olsson, & Öhman, 2012; Kindt & Soeter, 2013; Soeter & Kindt,
2011). None of them, however, examined renewal of contextually controlled cued fear using fear-relevant stimuli. The current study aims to fill in this gap.
This study used a contextually controlled cued fearconditioning paradigm (Ungör & Lachnit, 2006, 2008) with
fear-relevant stimuli aimed to enhance acquisition (Kindt,
Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009). Skin conductance responses (SCRs,
representing autonomic responses; Schiller et al., 2010) and
expectancy ratings (representing declarative contingency
knowledge; Kindt & Soeter, 2013) served as measures of fear.
Spontaneous recovery and renewal effects served as measures
of the return of fear. If postretrieval-extinction learning could
indeed have impaired the fear memory itself, we expected it to
lead to a stronger and more lasting effect on fear (weaker or
even absent spontaneous recovery and renewal), compared with
extinction learning without reactivation. As sex effects on reconsolidation are mainly unknown, this factor was examined in
an exploratory manner.

Materials and Method
Participants
Participants (N ⫽ 39; 20 men, 19 women) aged 19 –30 years
volunteered for the study. None of the participants had a somatic/
endocrine disease or a history of psychiatric/neurological treatment. Apart from hormonal contraceptives (used by all the women
in the sample), participants didn’t take any regular medication.
Participants were recruited via announcements on bulletin boards
at the campus of Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany, and received
a financial reward for participation. The study was approved by the
local ethics committee. All participants signed an informed consent. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups: reactivation plus extinction and extinction only (control group).

Stimuli
Five aversive animal pictures (dog, spider, shark, snake, and
tiger) with similar values for valence, dominance, and arousal were
chosen from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS;
Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2005) and served as CS. They were
presented (8 s) in two distinguishable zoo frames with different
names, colors, and textures, serving as two different contexts (A
and B). Electric shock (100 ms) to the left shin served as the UCS
and coterminated with the CS⫹. A constant voltage stimulator
(STM100C; BIOPAC Systems, Goleta, CA) provided the transcutaneous electrical stimulation through two silver/silverchloride
(Ag/AgCl) electrodes (0.5 cm2 surface each). Stimulus intensity
was set for each participant individually using a gradually increasing rating procedure to an “unpleasant, but not painful” level. The
individual settings were used in all three experimental days.

Expectancy Ratings
During the first 5 s following each stimulus onset, participants
had to predict whether they would receive an electric shock or not,
using an 11-step scale appearing on the screen together with the
CS. The scale ranged from ⫺5 (no shock) to ⫹ 5 (shock) with 0
representing complete uncertainty.

Skin Conductance Responses
SCRs were sampled using Ag/AgCl electrodes filled with an
isotonic electrolyte medium (Synapse Conductive Electrode
Cream, Kustomer Kinetics Inc., Arcadia, CA), placed at the hypothenar of the nondominant hand. SCR amplitudes to the CS and
UCS served as measures of the CRs and unconditioned responses
(UCRs), respectively. The level of SCR was determined by taking
the base-to-peak difference for the largest waveform during 5– 8.5
s (CR, upon completion of expectancy rating) and 8.5–13 s (UCR)
after CS onset.

Learning Procedure
The study consisted of three consecutive stages conducted 24 hr
apart: acquisition, reactivation and extinction, and re-extinction.
The 24-hr breaks were inserted to allow memory consolidation
(Dudai, 2004).
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Day 1: Acquisition. On the first day, two animal pictures
serving as CS⫹ were presented in context A or B and were paired
with an electric shock, CS1⫹ (A), CS3⫹ (B); two different pictures were presented in context A or B and served as CS– : CS2–
(A), CS4 – (B) without electric shock. A 75% reinforcement rate
was chosen to prevent a quick extinction on the second day. When
reinforced, the CS⫹ coterminated with the UCS. Intertrial intervals (ITIs) between offset of one stimulus and onset of the next
were 8 –12 s; each of the CSs was presented 16 times in a
pseudorandomized order. To enhance CS–UCS contingency retention on the following days, participants were instructed to remember what they learned during this phase (Norrholm et al., 2006).
Day 2: Reactivation and extinction. As mere retrieval is not
sufficient to trigger memory reconsolidation (Sevenster, Beckers,
& Kindt, 2012), all participants were attached to shock and skin
conductance electrodes. Afterward, participants from the reactivation ⫹ extinction group were presented with the CS1⫹ (unreinforced) for 30 s, without acquisition context (the specific zoo
frame). Following a 10-min break (Schiller et al., 2010), during
which they watched a recorded TV show, participants started the
extinction training. Participants from the extinction-only group
started the extinction training immediately after electrodes attachment and watching the TV-show, without prior CS1⫹ presentation. The extinction training comprised presentation of four stimuli
in context A or B, CS1⫹ (B), CS2– (A), CS4 – (B), CS5– (A),
unreinforced, eight times each, in a pseudorandomized order (ITI
8 –12 s). Most critically, the CS1⫹, which had been acquired in
context A, was now extinguished in context B.
Day 3: Re-extinction. On this day, all participants were presented with eight trials for each CS1⫹ and CS3 ⫹ in context A or
B, CS1⫹ (A), CS3⫹ (A), CS1⫹ (B), CS3⫹ (B; unreinforced,
pseudorandomized order, ITI 8 –12 s). Spontaneous recovery of
fear was tested by comparing end of extinction (Day 2) to beginning of re-extinction (Day 3) for CS1⫹ in extinction context,
CS1⫹ (B). Possible ABA renewal effects were tested by comparing first trial of CS1⫹ in acquisition (A) and extinction (B)
contexts. In addition, percent of SCR recovery for CS1⫹ in
context A or B was calculated as SCR level on the first trial of
re-extinction (Day 3) divided by the largest SCR on acquisition
(Day 1, context A; Milad, Orr, Pitman, & Rauch, 2005).

Results
Expectancy Ratings
For the acquisition phase, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
the within-subjects factors CS (CS⫹, CS–), context (A, B) and
time (trials 1–16), and the between-subjects factors group and sex
showed a significant effect of CS (F1, 37 ⫽ 310.06, p ⬍ .001) and
of time (F15, 23 ⫽ 12.19, p ⬍ .001). In addition, a significant
interaction CS x time was found (F15, 37 ⫽ 26.11, p ⬍ .001),
showing a differential responding pattern to the CS⫹ and CS–
over time. Neither context (F1, 37 ⫽ 0.5, ns), group (F1, 37 ⫽ 0.5,
ns) nor sex (F1, 34 ⫽ 0.28, ns) had a significant effect. Figure 1A
presents the differential expectancy ratings for the two CSs⫹,
CS1⫹ (A), CS3⫹ (B) compared with the two CSs–, CS2– (A),
CS4 – (B) along 16 trials of acquisition.
For the extinction phase, ANOVA with the within-subjects
factors CS [CS1⫹ (B), CS2– (A), CS4 – (B), CS5– (A)], and time
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(trials 1– 8), and the between-subjects factors group and sex revealed a significant effect of CS (F3, 34 ⫽ 25.19, p ⬍ .001) and
time (F7, 30 ⫽ 76.08, p ⬍ .001). A significant interaction, CS ⫻
time was found (F21, 37 ⫽ 19.34, p ⬍ .001), indicating a differential responding pattern to the CS⫹ and CS– over time. No effect
of group (F1, 36 ⫽ 2.06, ns) or sex (F1, 34 ⫽ 1.28, ns) was found.
Figure 1A demonstrates the decline in shock expectancy to the
CS⫹ along 8 trials of extinction (both groups are combined).
To test for spontaneous recovery, the rating to CS1⫹ (B) on the
last extinction trial (Day 2) was compared with the ratings of
CS1⫹ (B) on the first re-extinction trial on Day 3, with the
between-subjects factors group and sex. ANOVA showed a significant main effect of time (F1, 36 ⫽ 13.98, p ⫽ .001). No
interaction between time and the between-subjects factor group
(F1, 36 ⫽ 0.26, ns) was found. Figure 1A shows the rise in shock
expectancy to the CS⫹ in first trials of re-extinction, followed by
decline during re-extinction trials. Figure 2A shows the spontaneous recovery effect of both groups.
To test the renewal effect on Day 3, expectancy ratings following first trial of CS1⫹ (A), CS1⫹ in acquisition context, were
compared with CS1⫹ (B), CS1⫹ in extinction context, with the
between-subjects factors group and sex. ANOVA neither revealed
a significant main effect of context (F1, 36 ⫽ 1.72, ns) nor an
interaction with group (F1, 36 ⫽ 0.24, ns). Figure 2B presents the
expectancy ratings to CS1⫹ in context A and B, and shows no
significant difference between acquisition and extinction context
(no renewal), even though, descriptively, expectancy ratings were
higher in context A.

SCR
For acquisition, ANOVA with the within-subjects factors CS
(CS⫹, CS–), context (context A, context B), and time (trials 1–16)
and the between-subjects factors group and sex showed a significant main effect of CS (F1, 31 ⫽ 34.7, p ⬍ .001) and time
(F5.44, 168.86 ⫽ 4.57, p ⬍ .001) on SCR. The factors context
(F1, 31 ⫽ 0.12, ns), group (F1, 30 ⫽ 0.3, ns) and sex (F1, 31 ⫽ 0.28,
ns) had no significant effect. Figure 1B presents the mean SCRs to
all four CSs during acquisition.
For extinction, ANOVA with the within-subjects factors CS
[CS1⫹ (B), CS2– (A), CS4 – (B), CS5– (A)], and time (trials 1– 8),
and the between-subjects factors group and sex showed a significant main effect of time (F3.53, 116.72 ⫽ 10.75, p ⬍ .001) on SCR.
Neither group (F1, 33 ⫽ 1.86, ns) nor sex (F 1, 33 ⫽ 0.54, ns) had
a significant effect. Figure 1B compares SCR in the first trials of
extinction to the last trials in all four CSs. The figure shows that
the former reinforced stimulus, CS1⫹ (B), and the new stimulus,
CS5– (A), led to a higher response compared with the two “safe”
stimuli, CS2– (A), CS4 – (B).
To test for occurrence of spontaneous recovery, the SCR to
CS1⫹(B) on the last extinction trial (Day 2) was compared with
the response to CS1⫹(B) on the first trial on Day 3, with the
between-subjects factors group and sex. ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of time (F1, 34 ⫽ 4.83, p ⬍ .05). Neither group
(F1, 34 ⫽ 1.13, ns) nor sex (F1, 34 ⫽ 0.4, ns) showed a significant
effect. Figures 1B and 2C demonstrate the spontaneous recovery in
both groups.
To test for a renewal effect on Day 3, SCR on first trial of
CS1⫹(A; CS1⫹ in acquisition context) was compared with
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Figure 1. Expectancy ratings and mean skin conductance responses (SCRs) during acquisition, extinction, and
re-extinction (experimental Days 1, 2, and 3, respectively) in both experimental groups (combined). Figure 1A.
Expectancy ratings, acquisition: Expectancy ratings of CS representing shock (⫹) or no-shock (–) in two
different contexts (A or B) during 16 trials of acquisition. Extinction: Expectancy ratings of formerly reinforced
(⫹) or not-reinforced (–) CS in two different contexts (A or B) during eight trials of extinction. Re-extinction:
Expectancy ratings of formerly reinforced (⫹) CS in two different contexts (A or B) during eight trials of
re-extinction. No significant difference between the groups was found in acquisition, extinction or re-extinction.
Figure 1B. SCRs, acquisition: Mean SCRs in 16 trials of acquisition to CSs representing shock (⫹) or no-shock
(–) in two different contexts (A or B). Significant differences between CS⫹ and CS– were found; no effect of
context. Extinction: Mean SCRs to the formerly reinforced (⫹) or not-reinforced (-) CS in two different contexts
(A or B) in the beginning (first four trials) compared with end (last four trials) of extinction. At the beginning
of extinction, the former reinforced stimulus (CS1⫹), presented under a different context (B), led to a
significantly higher response compared with all other stimuli; a new stimulus (CS5–) led to a significantly higher
response compared with CS2– and CS4 –. No difference was found between CS2– and CS4 –. The response to
each stimulus was significantly higher at the beginning of extinction than at the end of extinction. At the end of
extinction, no significant differences between the stimuli were found. Re-extinction: Mean SCRs to the formerly
reinforced (⫹) CS in two different contexts (A or B) in the beginning (first trial) compared with the end (last
trial) of re-extinction. During re-extinction, the former reinforced stimuli (CS1⫹, CS3⫹) were presented in the
two contexts (A and B). No difference (no ABA renewal) was found between the stimuli. The response to each
stimulus was significantly higher at the beginning of re-extinction than at the end of re-extinction. Significant
differences between the groups were detected in re-extinction and are presented on Figure 2. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01;
ⴱ
p ⬍ .05. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

CS1⫹(B; CS1⫹ in extinction context) with the between-subjects
factors group and sex. ANOVA showed an interaction of group
and sex (F1, 34 ⫽ 4.63, p ⬍ .05). A significant difference between
CS1⫹ in the acquisition and extinction contexts (renewal effect)

was found only in females from the reactivation ⫹ extinction
group (F1, 9 ⫽ 5.5, p ⬍ .05). No effect was detected in males from
either the reactivation ⫹ extinction (F1, 8 ⫽ .008, ns) or extinction
only group (F1, 8 ⫽ 0.02, ns), or in females from the extinction-
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Figure 2. Figure 2A, 2C. Spontaneous recovery tests. Figure 2A. Expectancy ratings for the last CS1⫹
presentation on extinction (Day 2) compared with the first CS1⫹ presentation on re-extinction (Day 3; context
B on both days). Spontaneous recovery was found in both groups, but no difference between the groups emerged.
Figure 2C. SCR for the last CS1⫹ presentation on extinction (Day 2) compared with the first CS1⫹ presentation
on re-extinction (Day 3; context B on both days). Spontaneous recovery was found in both groups, but no
difference between the groups emerged. Figures 2B, 2D. Renewal tests. Figure 2B. Expectancy rating to CS1⫹
during re-extinction (Day 3) in the first trial in extinction context (B) compared with the first trial in acquisition
context (A). No significant renewal effect was found in both groups, no difference between the groups was
detected. Figure 2D. SCR to CS1⫹ during re-extinction (Day 3) in the first trial in extinction context (B)
compared with the first trial in acquisition context (A). A renewal effect was found only in women from the
reactivation group. ⴱ p ⬍ .05. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

only group (F1, 8 ⫽ 0.6, ns). Figure 2D depicts the response to
CS1⫹ (A) and CS1⫹ (B) and shows that the renewal effect was
found only in females from the reactivation ⫹ extinction group. In
addition, percent of SCR recovery for CS1⫹ (A) was compared
with CS1⫹ (B) with the between-subjects factors group and sex.
ANOVA showed a marginally significant interaction of group and
sex (F1, 34 ⫽ 2.89, p ⫽ .098). A marginally significant difference
between CS1⫹ (A) and CS1⫹ (B) recovery (renewal effect) was
found in females from the reactivation ⫹ extinction group (F1, 9 ⫽
4.04, p ⫽ .075; data not shown). No effect was detected in males
from either the reactivation ⫹ extinction (F1, 9 ⫽ .001, ns) or
extinction only group (F1,8 ⫽ 0.07, ns), or in females from the
extinction only group (F1, 8 ⫽ 0.01, ns).

Discussion
The present study has attempted to use postretrieval-extinction
learning to prevent the return of contextually controlled cued fear
in humans. The study used a 3-day reconsolidation design, adopted
from Schiller et al. (2010) while using fear-relevant stimuli (Kindt,

Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009) in contextual settings (Ungör & Lachnit,
2006). In contradiction to the hypothesis, the results showed spontaneous fear recovery in both groups. In addition, no robust renewal effects could be observed in either group. Unexpectedly, a
renewal effect was seen in females from the reactivation ⫹ extinction group. Several methodological differences between this
study and studies in which a reconsolidation effect was found
(Agren et al., 2012; Clem & Huganir, 2010; Monfils, Cowansage,
Klann, & LeDoux, 2009; Rao-Ruiz et al., 2011; Schiller et al.,
2010) could explain these results.

Fear Acquisition for Fear-Relevant or
Fear-Irrelevant Stimuli
The objects of clinical fears are usually fear-relevant. To make
conditioning more robust and ecologically valid, we used aversive
animal pictures as CSs. The results revealed no significant differences between groups in spontaneous fear recovery, that is, the
return of fear could not be blocked. These findings stand in
contrast to Schiller et al.’s (2010) results, and may be explained by
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the choice of biologically fear-relevant stimuli, as opposed to
fear-irrelevant stimuli (i.e., differently colored shapes used in
Schiller et al., 2010). Fear-relevant stimuli may have led to a
stronger fear memory, which was not as vulnerable as the neutral
shapes. Similarly, Soeter and Kindt (2011) and Golkar et al. (2012)
could not replicate Schiller et al.’s (2010) findings while using
fear-relevant stimuli.
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Context Salience
When extinction learning is performed in a context other than
the original acquisition context, it is quite common for a fear
response to return (Bouton & King, 1983). Monfils et al. (2009)
have successfully prevented the renewal of fear by using
postretrieval-extinction learning in rodents. Chan et al. (2010),
however, could not find consistent effects of postretrieval extinction on the return of fear. In our study, the ABA renewal effect was
examined by comparing the response to stimulus CS1⫹ on Day 3
in acquisition and extinction context (Ungör & Lachnit, 2008).
Assuming postretrieval extinction could prevent the return of fear,
one would have expected to see a renewal effect in the extinctiononly group but not in the reactivation ⫹ extinction group. However, no robust renewal effects were seen in expectancy ratings of
both groups. In fact, a renewal effect was seen only in SCR of
females from the reactivation ⫹ extinction group.
In this study, different frames, with distinct colors, names, and
textures surrounding the aversive animal pictures, were used as
different contexts. Ungör & Lachnit (2006) and Hamacher-Dang,
Ungör, & Wolf (2013) were able to show significant renewal
effects when they used different restaurant frames as contexts in a
nonaversive predictive learning task. It is suggested that in the fear
conditioning paradigm, while using fear-relevant stimuli, these
context changes might not be taken into account (Hamm, Vaitl, &
Lang, 1989). The robust renewal effect in SCRs seen only in
females from the reactivation ⫹ extinction group, could have
resulted from the female participants’ response to the reminder cue
used for reactivation. The exposure to the formerly reinforced
CS1⫹ (albeit unreinforced and without the zoo frame of the
acquisition context) may have enhanced the fear toward the stimulus in its acquisition context, perhaps generalizing it to the acquisition context (A) itself, creating contextual fear (Baas, 2013).
Sex differences in the prevalence of anxiety disorders (Kessler et
al., 2005) and emotional learning (Cahill, Gorski, & Le, 2003;
Merz et al., 2012) may depend on sex hormones and the female’s
menstrual cycle (Milad, Igoe, Lebron-Milad, & Novales, 2009;
Milad et al., 2010; Zeidan et al., 2011), and can explain why
contextual fear was found in females only. As the reduction of
endogenous sex hormones by hormonal contraceptives can alter
emotional learning in females (Graham & Milad, 2013; Merz et al.,
2012), it is suggested, that their use by all female participants in
the current study altered the emotional learning, leading to contextual fear following the reactivation procedure. As amygdala
activation (Tabbert et al., 2011) or SCRs (Knight, Nguyen, &
Bandettini, 2003) following fear conditioning can be seen under
some circumstances in the absence of awareness, this may explain
why the effect was seen only in autonomic arousal, measured by
SCRs, and not in the cognitive measure of expectancy ratings. To
examine this further, future research should use the fear potenti-

ated startle, estimating the ongoing affective state, as additional
measure of fear (Kindt & Soeter, 2013).

Reactivation of Contextual Fear
Schiller et al. (2010) used a cued fear paradigm in humans.
Without context manipulation, the pre-extinction reactivation consisted of a single unreinforced presentation of the CS, which led to
a reduction in the return of fear. Monfils et al. (2009) reactivated
the formerly reinforced CS in the to-be-extinction context, and
found reduced renewal. In the present study, the reactivated stimulus was presented without any zoo frame (neither acquisition nor
the to-be extinction context). If the reactivation context is of
importance, then lack of extinction context may explain why
reactivation had no beneficial effect. However, Chan et al. (2010)
examined the effects of reactivation in acquisition or extinction
contexts on the return of fear in both contexts and had inconsistent
results. A beneficial effect of memory reactivation was found only
when reactivation occurred in the acquisition context and testing
was performed in the extinction context. In other words, extinction
was enhanced but renewal was not affected. When reactivation
occurred in the to-be-extinction context, fear was enhanced. These
contradicting effects, that may be a result of procedural differences
between Chan et al. (2010) and Monfils et al. (2009), further
demonstrate the sensitivity of postreactivation extinction learning
to subtle methodological alternations.

Conclusion
To conclude, the present study failed to find a beneficial effect
of postretrieval-extinction learning on spontaneous recovery and
renewal of contextually controlled cued conditioning to fearrelevant stimuli in humans. Spontaneous return of fear was found
across groups, while the renewal effect was rather weak. The
choice of stimuli, context salience or reactivation context may
explain the lack of reconsolidation effect. Similar to other studies
(Golkar, Bellander, Olsson, & Öhman, 2012; Kindt & Soeter,
2013), the failure to show a reconsolidation effect suggest that the
effects of postretrieval-extinction learning are rather sensitive to
methodological changes (Auber, Tedesco, Jones, Monfils, &
Chiamulera, 2013). Due to its boundary conditions, reconsolidation may thus be difficult to effectively translate to clinical settings.
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